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Introduction
The first time the term Agile was used to describe an iterative develop-
ment process specific to software was with the Agile Manifesto written 
in February 2001. The Agile process aimed to make it easier for software 
engineers, their teams, and their business sponsors to work together and 
be adaptive, resulting in a better product for the end user.

But the concepts underlying Agile have much earlier roots. Some argue 
that Agile traces all the way back to the 1620s with the development of the 
scientific method by Francis Bacon. A more commonly thought of start-
ing point is the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycle developed by Walter 
Shewhart in the 1930s. PDSA, like Agile, is an iterative and incremental 
development methodology that was adapted and used to train hundreds of 
managers at Toyota in the 1950s (Rigby, Sutherland, and Takeuchi 2016).

In the 1980s and 1990s, with the explosion of software development 
as an industry, leaders continued their search for better processes. Studies 
showed that teams who worked together and continued to refresh their 
design and development processes created more successful innovations 
much more quickly than their competitors. Two of the people at the fore-
front of this work were Jeff Sutherland and Ken Schwaber, who creat-
ed the Scrum method, named after a rugby move in which players pack  
tightly together and move as one in an attempt to gain possession of the 
ball. Scrum had the same goals that Agile ultimately would: finishing proj-
ects on time, under budget, and with fewer bugs. Sutherland and Schwaber 
were then involved in the creation of the Manifesto for Agile Software 
Development (the Agile Manifesto) in 2001.
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The Agile Manifesto
The Agile Manifesto shapes the work of Agile project management 
teams. Unlike other manifestos, this one is quite short but no less power-
ful. A mere 68 words, the Agile Manifesto lays out these core values:

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by 
doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we have 
come to value:

 • individuals and interactions over processes and tools
 • working software over comprehensive documentation
 • customer collaboration over contract negotiation
 • responding to change over following a plan.

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value 
the items on the left more.

The Agile Manifesto reflects collaborative, practical values and a desire 
to approach project management in a way that focuses on people—both 
the people who make up the project team and the end users of the product.

What it means for L&D in practice is:
• listening to team members and stakeholders and changing the 

product’s look, feel, and features in response to feedback and 
changing needs; being willing to revisit and repeat phases, such 
as design and development, following iterative implementations 
and feedback

• prioritizing delivery of a responsive app that performs the tasks 
a learner needs over a complete, perfect, beautifully formatted 
project scope, technical manual, and set of interface specs—or a 
set of detailed wireframes or storyboards imagining the potential 
(but nonexistent) app
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• revisiting lists of deliverables as the project evolves rather than 
holding to (and billing for) each item on the list whether it is 
ultimately needed or not

• adjusting the schedule if a member of the team is reassigned or 
unexpectedly absent

Thanks to these values, Agile has since become ubiquitous amid any team 
or organization developing software. Beyond the four core values, Agile 
teams follow a set of 12 principles, which turn a short and sweet statement 
of intention into actionable directions. These 12 Agile principles are:

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and 
continuous delivery of valuable software.

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. 
Agile processes harness change for the customer’s competitive 
advantage.

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a 
couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.

4. Business people and developers must work together daily 
throughout the project.

5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the 
environment and support they need, and trust them to get the job 
done.

6. Face-to-face conversation is the most efficient and effective 
method of conveying information to and within a development 
team.

7. Working software is the primary measure of progress.
8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, 

developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace 
indefinitely.

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design 
enhances agility.
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10. Simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not 
done—is essential.

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from 
self-organizing teams.

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more 
effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.

These 12 principles can easily apply to the L&D world too. In the 
appendix, I’ve detailed how I adapted each one specifically for developing 
learning projects; check it out now, or reference it as needed throughout 
this book.

My History With Agile
My own career paralleled the emergence of Agile in the software industry. 
In the 1990s, as a project manager at Andersen Consulting (now Accen-
ture) and Arthur Andersen, I followed their Method/1: Plan-Design- 
Develop-Implement, with evaluation left for the next plan phase (Rifkin 
1992). Glorious in its detail and rigid in its implementation, Method/1 
and I had a rather stressful love/hate relationship. But brute force and long 
hours could overcome any project management deficiency when you’re in 
your 20s and don’t know any better! 

After leaving the firm and starting my own consultancy around LMS 
implementation and e-learning development in the early 2000s, I aban-
doned the rigid project planning ethos because my work in instructional 
design was “so much more creative.” And so I spent just as much brute force 
and long hours, just without a solid project plan. 

As my company, TorranceLearning, grew and our client projects got 
bigger, our loose approach to project management became unsustainable. 
Our clients were still happy with the results, but our work-life balance was 
out of control. Midway through a project, we had no idea if we would finish 
on time, if we would have to write off hours we couldn’t possibly bill the 
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client, or if we’d be able to keep up with a constantly shifting set of needs 
and requirements along the way. We needed to do something better. 

By happenstance, my social and business networking circle included 
a lot of software developers, and by this time Agile was becoming the 
norm in our local tech scene. I spent time with Dianne Marsh of SRT 
Solutions, Helene Gidley of HSG Consulting, Rich Sheridan of Menlo 
Innovations, Marisa Smith of the Whole Brain Group, and Rob Houck 
of LearnShare, soaking up what they were doing on their projects. This 
was 2008. Each of these small businesses had their own approach to 
Agile. Their similarities were helpful foundations, while their differ-
ences inspired us to make our own adaptations for the instructional 
design space. 

In late 2011, we realized these adaptations were quite extensive. Our 
business model and way of engaging with our clients was fully wrapped 
around our project management approach. We wondered if the extent of 
our changes still qualified us as using Agile. We decided to call it the Lot 
Like Agile Management Approach and named it LLAMA®. 

LLAMA works for us. It works for clients. And we felt like we had 
something to share with our peers. The TorranceLearning team and I have 
been sharing this approach with fellow L&D professionals since 2012. By 
now, thousands of people have learned about LLAMA and adopted it in 
whole or in part to their work.

In the middle of writing this book, Susan Lord, a courseware developer 
and project manager who attended a LLAMA workshop at a conference 
wrote this to me: 

Hi! I just wanted to tell you I did my first Agile chart with 
Post-its and tape on my wall. . . . It is enormous but I am 
no longer drowning. I got my team on board and they can 
visualize what is needed. Thank you, thank you!
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It outlines our process flows, what milestone we are at, and 
what needs to happen to complete this phase. And what is 
wonderful is there was no bossing anyone around. Which I 
love! Everyone was in it! Fantastic!

I also found out my manager was in your class last month. So 
we are now speaking the same language. 

This quick exchange over LinkedIn sums up many of the appealing 
aspects of Agile and LLAMA: the clarity of visible project management, 
team engagement, work-directed teams, and a shared vision with teams, 
leaders, and their business sponsors. These aspects are within your reach 
too.

Who This Book Is For
I’ve written this book for all the instructional designers, course develop-
ers, learning experience designers, and other professionals leading proj-
ects in the learning and development or training space who are looking 
to find a better way to manage their projects and deliver better results, on 
time and in budget. Essentially, a better way to work. Our industry is not 
steeped in a project management culture, yet nearly all the work we do 
is done as a project, with a defined start and end date and a deliverable 
to be produced. The model we’ve followed for a half century or so—the 
ADDIE model—no longer serves us in a do-more-with-less world of 
constant change.

Whether you’re creating instructor-led facilitated experiences, virtual 
classroom training, e-learning, performance support, mobile learning 
apps, or advanced digital learning experiences, your work is somewhat 
like the work of software developers. And the approach outlined in 
this book borrows heavily from the Agile approach used the software 
industry.
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What’s in This Book
The book opens with chapter 1, which lays out the case for using Agile in 
an L&D context. It highlights where the traditional waterfall approach to 
project management (ADDIE) fails to respond to changing demands. It 
also presents my Lot Like Agile Management Approach, which adjusts 
Agile in ways to make it a better fit for instructional design.

Then, part 1 describes the project kickoff and setting a project up for 
success with Agile. Chapter 2 guides you through planning the project 
kickoff, including who needs to participate and what do you need to cover 
during it. Chapter 3 covers how you should define the project’s goal, partic-
ularly whether it should be training or performance focused. Chapter 4 
delves into how to craft personas from your learner base, then how to select 
the primary learner on which your training will focus. Chapter 5 borrows 
the concept of user stories from software development to help you define 
scope. Chapter 6 takes a different approach to scope definition, one more 
suitable to instructional projects, and offers the Action Mapping technique, 
which you can use to identify key behaviors related to the goal, then map 
activities and content to those behaviors.

Part 2 moves into the routine of actually managing the project. Here, 
you’ll learn how to define tasks and deliver iterations of the product, as 
well as establish a sustainable working rhythm with your Agile team. 
Chapter 7 shows you how to plan for an iterative project, including 
lining up the high-level arc of the project with your daily workflow while 
anticipating the unexpected. Chapter 8 details the challenges in estimat-
ing tasks, and then  presents four rules for dealing with said challenges. 
Chapter 9 gets into the core component of an Agile project, the iteration; 
it makes the case for why iterative design works and presents ways to get 
it right. Chapter 10 digs into the rhythms that govern Agile projects as 
well as how to work well with subject matter experts and Agile software 
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teams. Because open, regular communication is essential to Agile success, 
chapter 11 focuses on how you can ensure you’re communicating in the 
right fashion with the right people. Chapter 12 examines the transforma-
tive power of the retrospective, both during iterations in the middle of the 
project and as debriefs once it’s wrapped up.

Throughout the first two parts, the book discusses Agile as implemented 
on a single project. Finally, part 3 places Agile in a broader organizational 
context where multiple projects compete for attention. Chapter 13 shows 
you how to scale Agile beyond one project to manage and prioritize multi-
ple Agile projects at once. Chapter 14 wraps up the book with a call to 
action for shifting the culture in your team, department, or organization to 
lay the groundwork for Agile. The appendixes contain ready-to-use job aids 
for applying the techniques in the book to your projects as well as a more 
detailed look at how each of the 12 principles of Agile can be applied to 
L&D. I recommend flipping back to it from time to time as you read and 
each principle comes into play.

Welcome to the world of Agile and LLAMA. I hope this book offers 
you the techniques and mindset for embracing a new way of working. Just 
as our projects are iterative and incremental when we use Agile, this meth-
od is as well. I welcome your engagement and feedback any time! 
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CHAPTER 1

The Case for Agile

In This Chapter
• Where does ADDIE fall short?

• What is Agile project management?

•  How can Agile work for instructional 

design?

A woman approached the TorranceLearning booth at a conference several 
years ago. 

She said, “Megan! I hear that you help people with their project manage-
ment problems. I need your help.”

I adjusted my cape, stood a little bit taller, and asked her about the 
problem.

She said, “You have to help me stop the 11th-hour changes!”
That made me pause a little bit. I wasn’t sure how to respond. 
She clearly didn’t know that my whole project management “thing” was 

about accepting and expecting changes, even late in the project. 
I asked her what she was making training about.
“Software.”
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I asked what kept changing.
“The software.”
Was she really trying to stop the 

development of a product so that 
she could be on time and within 
budget with her part of the project? 
Even at the risk of delivering some-
thing that was wrong? Probably not. And yet the framing of her ques-
tion—stopping change so she can finish her work—is probably familiar 
to many of us in L&D.

This anecdote illustrates the biggest problems with how instructional 
designers have managed projects for years. The focus has been on the 
wrong things: It’s all about delivering something—anything—on sched-
ule and within budget. Not that those are bad goals, but they leave a 
critical factor out of the equation: the learners. Your on-time, on-budget 
piece of training might not work. It might not do what the learners need. 
It might not meet the learning objectives.

Let’s put learners back in focus for our instructional design projects. 
But first, we need to clarify precisely why traditional project management 
methods are inadequate.

What’s Wrong With ADDIE?
The stalwart of learning and development project management is 
ADDIE, a decades-old linear or “waterfall” approach to planning and 
managing software and instructional design projects (Figure 1-1). 
ADDIE describes the five phases of project planning: analysis, design, 
development, implementation, and evaluation. While there’s nothing 
inherently wrong with that formula, when applied literally ADDIE 
assumes a linear progression from one phase to the next. Once one 
phase is complete, the project team moves to the next phase. Generally, 
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there is no opportunity to revisit earlier phases; a developer can’t climb 
back up the waterfall. 

Figure 1-1. The ADDIE Workflow

In a model like this, if you go back to the drawing board it’s because 
something went horribly wrong. Even more problematic, in a waterfall 
model, evaluation occurs only at the end. This leaves the end users’ expe-
rience out of the design and development process. It also means that if 
problems or flaws in the design or implementation are found, they cannot 
easily be remedied. Problems wait to be fixed until the next product 
update, which could be months (or years) away, or they entail extremely 
costly changes, late delivery, and huge cost overruns.

One of my mentors used to say that the first day of a project is the worst 
day to plan what the end product will be, how much it will cost, and how 
long it will take to get there. ADDIE works fine . . . if nothing in your proj-
ect changes from the day you draft the project plan to the day you deliver 
the training. But how often does that happen? Right: almost never.

For example, what if the technology changes during development? 
What if the target audience of trainees is assigned new or different goals, 
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and the learning objectives for the training change dramatically? As any 
instructional designer or developer knows, change is: 

• scary
• frustrating
• inevitable
• happening faster than ever.

It’s also:
• exciting
• an opportunity
• another word for improvement.

It’s quite likely your project needs to change over time because the proj-
ect requestor’s or sponsor’s needs evolve in tandem with the underlying 
business needs, as clients learn more about the learning experience or as 
ideas are tried and tested. To assume otherwise is to set yourself up for 
failure. It’s folly to assume that the project sponsors know everything they 
want at the beginning of a project.

Rather than avoiding and fearing change or, like the desperate woman at 
the conference, attempting to prevent it, why not embrace change? Accept 
that it is inevitable, expect it in all your projects, and welcome changes as 
opportunities to make better products.

The truth of it is that everyone—the development team and the spon-
sors—is learning more about the project as it unfolds. And, quite frankly, 
it’s often the instructional designers on the team who are coming up with 
new ideas as the project grows. (If you’re not, you may not be fully engaged 
in the work you’re doing!)

ADDIE: A Relic of a Never-Existent Era
ADDIE hails from a bygone—and completely mythical—era when (if 
you just planned your project carefully and thoroughly enough) design, 
development, and implementation would progress smoothly, reaching 
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a scheduled, on-budget, happily-ever-after ending. Learners would get 
what they needed from the training, and the project team would cheer-
fully move on to the next neat, plannable project.

L&D professionals understand that to be just what it is: a fairy tale. 
While models like ADDIE can work in product manufacturing or 
construction, the linear waterfall model is inappropriate for product or 
learning development—or any innovative process. Processes with high 
variability simply cannot be pinned down in a plan written before design 
has begun.

Real-life project planning for training is a little bumpier than planning 
to manufacture countless identical products using a predictable process. 
Planning, designing, and developing L&D programs calls for the flexibility 
not only to adapt to change but to anticipate and welcome change, whether 
it’s changing demands of project sponsors, changing preferences of learners, 
or changing business needs of organizations. 

Only by testing incremental releases or partially complete products 
can you catch errors, clumsy features, and potentially disastrous problems 
early in the development cycle. By failing early, you can fix them rela-
tively easily compared with the consequences of discovering a fatal flaw 
only when the final product is in the hands of hundreds or thousands of 
learners.

The solution? An iterative model like Agile project management. 

What Is Agile?
Agile is a team-based project management approach that emphasizes iter-
ation and openness to change. An Agile team experiments and observes—
and tests and gathers feedback on—a product as it is developed. Agile is 
ideal for projects where business needs might change, where specifica-
tions are not well defined at the outset, and where decisions are complex 
and require creativity. Agile builds in flexibility by:
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• building deliverables in small increments
• releasing usable (testable) products multiple times during the 

development process
• applying feedback on the early releases to improve successive 

iterations.
Before getting into how Agile translates to instructional design, let’s start 

with my own concise definition: Agile is an iterative, incremental method 
of guiding design and building projects in a highly flexible and interactive 
manner, focusing on maximizing customer value and fostering high team 
engagement. 

The Lot Like Agile Management Approach
My definition of Agile fits in perfectly with my Agile approach adapted  
specifically for instructional design: LLAMA, or Lot Like Agile Manage-
ment Approach. It is iterative and incremental (training to be tested, 
evaluated, and revised during design and development, rather than at 
the end). It guides design and build projects (remember Agile isn’t an 
instructional design method itself and should not supplant best practices 
in that area). It is highly flexible (you need to be willing and able to 
respond to changes throughout the process). It is interactive (the team, 
the sponsor, and the subject matter experts work together). It maximizes 
customer value (your job is not to simply create training and move on 
to the next thing—you have to ensure your process delivers value to the 
customer, the end user). And it fosters high team engagement (whether 
you are a department of one or part of a multi-person function, you will 
need to engage a team of sponsors, stakeholders, subject matter experts, 
and learners to succeed).

This doesn’t mean we need to throw away ADDIE entirely. The LLAMA 
approach includes the phases of ADDIE, with a twist (Figure 1-2).
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Figure 1-2. ADDIE Adapted for Agile

Rather than assuming that the initial analysis covered everything and 
that no changes will be requested during design and development, Agile 
continuously returns to the design and development phases after succes-
sive evaluations. Rather than creating a single final product, Agile teams 
create multiple iterations. Projects are completed in small increments. In 
each phase, a product is created that stakeholders and learners can see, test, 
play with, and even break. This gives teams the chance to identify problems 
they hadn’t anticipated or reevaluate features or functions that might not 
work in practice as they had envisioned. 

It’s also a way to accommodate changes that occur for reasons other than 
design errors. Maybe the end users’ managers decided to buy tablets for all 
their sales personnel, and now the performance support tool has to work 
on mobile. Maybe a new product or a major upgrade demands additional 
training. Newly discovered information could render training methods or 
content obsolete. 

The point is, the development team and the project management team 
cannot prevent change. And it’s not possible to know everything about a 
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project in the initial design phase; nor is it reasonable to expect to anticipate 
all possible changes. What those teams can do is build in a way to respond 
to the inevitable changes.

Agile project management offers that flexibility and keeps the focus on 
the end user by emphasizing evaluation throughout. This phase, at the very 
end of ADDIE, often gets neglected. Here’s how the evaluation discussion 
typically plays out, whether you’re developing software or training: A proj-
ect is done; it’s been a long slog, but the team has delivered, finally! The last 
thing anyone wants to hear is what’s wrong with the product. Any changes 
needed won’t be implemented until the product is updated anyhow. So why 
spend time or money evaluating it?

With Agile for software development, evaluation is an essential part of 
each iteration. The feedback from the evaluation (the user testing or stake-
holder review) is applied to the next round of design, development, and 
implementation. These cycles repeat until the product is done to every-
one’s satisfaction, until a hard deadline is reached, or until the budget is 
exhausted.

But, you might be thinking, project planning for an instructional design 
project is not exactly like project planning for a software product. That’s 
true! It’s important to highlight some of the differences:

First, planning an instructional design project requires a focus on learn-
ing objectives and desired performance outcomes, not just on software 
features and functions. An Agile team breaks up a development project 
into “user stories”—small, manageable units of work. L&D teams similarly 
break big projects into smaller units, but these are based on learning objec-
tives. A unit of work might be a single learner activity or a content object. 
Each story or “task” card includes information on who is doing the task and 
how long it will take.

Second, unlike software development teams, which tend to be dedicated 
to a single project at a time, many L&D teams are working simultaneously on 
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multiple training and performance support products. This poses difficulties 
in planning that a dedicated software team is unlikely to encounter; however, 
the built-in flexibility of the Agile approach comes to the rescue here.

The Agile method involves breaking down large projects into very small 
pieces called stories. Team members estimate the amount of time each story 
will take. Thus a project schedule begins to emerge from these groups of 
stories.

LLAMA, like Agile, builds in tolerance for error. The time estimates are, 
after all, estimates. Schedules change; staff changes, gets sick, or goes on 
vacation. A task might take longer than expected. A needed content expert 
might be called away to deal with problems on another project. There’s no 
way to plan for every contingency. But as long as clear, constant commu-
nication—an essential element of Agile and LLAMA—is the norm, this 
approach allows teams to get a realistic picture of who is needed when and 
for how long.

Third, L&D teams tend to consist of specialists; those who craft the 
learning objectives or provide the actual training content are often not 
developers. Even for digital learning projects, team members with soft-
ware engineering and coding expertise might not have any instructional 
design knowledge. This specialization might lead to another key differ-
ence: The developers might have to wait for input from instructional 
designers or content experts at various stages in the development process.

That’s where LLAMA comes in. Rather than trying to force an incom-
patible process to fit the Agile formula, LLAMA adjusts Agile in ways 
that make it a better fit for instructional design project management. In 
this book, I will extend the case I’ve just made for Agile for instructional 
designers by showing you how you can kick off the project the right way 
(part 1), then manage it through multiple iterations (part 2). By the end, 
I hope you will become your own advocate for why Agile makes sense in 
your organization!
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An Interview With Emily Ricco, Learning & 
Development Manager, HubSpot

When and why did you decide to use Agile?
I’ve been with HubSpot’s Learning & Development team since 2014. When I recognized 
the opportunity for greater focus on learning design and content creation, I started an 
instructional design group. A few months after that, I adopted Agile because we had a 
long list of projects to tackle and very few people dedicated to tackling them. I wanted 
to empower this new team to take ownership of their work and how they got that 
work done. At the same time, I wanted to ensure we had strong communication and 
collaboration and could keep up with the pace of the business areas we supported. 
After doing some research, I discovered Scrum and related to the principles behind it: 
transparency, inspection, and adaptation. Two out of three of those principles are part 
of HubSpot’s culture code, so it seemed a natural fit. 

What barriers did you have to overcome?
I had to find the right version of Agile that would work for our team and our business. 
Everyone has their own opinions about Agile. Everything I read in articles and books 
and everyone I spoke with at other companies only increased the number of opinions to 
consider. Additionally, it was an entirely new way to work, and I had to strike the balance 
of avoiding micromanagement while ensuring consistent communication and structure.

How does your organization’s culture support Agile (or not)?
Our organization’s culture supports Agile because it is fast-paced and transparent. 
Agile allows us to set expectations and move quickly, which in turn allows us to be 
better partners. Transparency and adaptability are part of HubSpot’s Culture Code, as 
well as part of the principles behind Scrum.

Do you have a story to share about describing Agile to someone else?
Our L&D team is mainly centralized but historically other teams have wanted to take 
charge of their own learning and development in order to move at a quicker pace. 
Last year, I used Agile as a way to build trust with one of those teams. I wanted to 
convince them that we were the right partners to work with on their ongoing training. 
When I described the opportunity they would have for providing feedback and the level 
of communication and transparency, the stakeholders were excited and confident in 
our ability to deliver. They even ended up providing headcount on our team from their 
budget so we could continue to partner with them and support them in a greater way.
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Key Takeaways
• A linear, waterfall-shaped approach to project management fails 

to incorporate the inevitable changes a project will face and sets 
up the project team for a struggle to manage those changes. 

• An iterative, incremental approach like Agile accommodates 
change and offers a framework for meeting project needs 
while maintaining appropriate control of timeline and budget 
considerations. 

• The Lot Like Agile Management Approach, or LLAMA, is 
an Agile approach adapted specifically for instructional design 
projects. 
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APPENDIX A

The Agile Manifesto and 
12 Principles for  

L&D Teams

The Agile Manifesto
We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and 
helping others do it. Through this work we have come to value:

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
• Working software over comprehensive documentation
• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
• Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items 
on the left more.

The 12 Principles
1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early 

and continuous delivery of valuable software.
2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. 

Agile processes harness change for the customer’s 
competitive advantage.
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3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks 
to a couple of months, with a preference to the shorter 
timescale.

4. Businesspeople and developers must work together daily 
throughout the project.

5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the 
environment and support they need, and trust them to get the 
job done.

6. Face-to-face conversation is the most efficient and effective 
method of conveying information to and within a development 
team.

7. Working software is the primary measure of progress.
8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The 

sponsors, developers, and users should be able to maintain a 
constant pace indefinitely.

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design 
enhances agility.

10. Simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not 
done—is essential.

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge 
from self-organizing teams.

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more 
effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.

The 12 Principles for Learning  
Development Teams
As we did for the values from the Agile Manifesto, it can help to ground 
the Agile principles in their application to instructional design. Here’s 
how each one can apply specifically to L&D teams.
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Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and 
continuous delivery of valuable software. This principle goes to the heart 
of iterative development. We don’t take on a project, disappear into a black 
hole, and come back months later with a “final” product. We produce 
incremental “releases” of working products that the customer can try out. 
We’re much more likely to get the end product right thanks to that input 
and feedback we’ve gotten throughout development. In the L&D context, 
we may release a large learning project in smaller phases rather than wait 
until an entire program is completed. Or, we may pilot a simple version 
of a learning experience in a fast-moving part of the organization to meet 
their needs quickly while learning from their results to apply to the rest of 
the organization. 

Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile 
processes harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage. 
Software and L&D are both environments where changes should be 
assumed, expected, and accepted. By embracing this reality, Agile teams 
are able to meet changing needs, even if changes happen late in the 
development. The end result is therefore much more useful to the end 
users—the learners—and the organization.

Deliver working [training] frequently, from a couple of weeks to a 
couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale. Work-
ing [training] is the primary measure of progress. These two princi-
ples go hand-in-hand and I often discuss them together. Delivering early, 
frequent “working drafts” of the final product gives you an opportunity 
to get feedback; it’s also a hedge against shifting priorities and budget 
cuts. If you’ve delivered something, even if it doesn’t have all the bells and 
whistles on it you’d like, you’ve delivered value even when you couldn’t 
“finish” a project. For this reason, Agile L&D teams will tend to deliver 
work in modules, focusing on the highest priority ones or those most 
ready to move forward faster.
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Business people and developers must work together daily throughout 
the project. We once had a client who had an incredibly aggressive time-
line and almost no budget for a project we really wanted to do. The proj-
ect was to develop concussion awareness training for Michigan’s youth 
sports coaches. At the time, I was coaching my daughter’s ice hockey 
team; we had a roller derby player as a course developer; and one of 
our instructional designers coached community flag football. I had had a 
concussion a year prior myself playing hockey. 

We all really wanted to do this project.
It was going to be a challenge, though, because the subject matter 

expert was a physician with a busy schedule. So we moved the client’s 
project manager into our office. We gave her a desk, the Wi-Fi password, 
and all the coffee she could drink. 

While perhaps extreme, this arrangement meant that whenever we had 
a question, she was right there to answer it. It also meant that she was in 
tune with our workflows and our work processes, so, as things changed, 
we adjusted together.

Moving a member of the client’s team into your office might not be 
workable (or ideal), but some framework for frequent communication and 
quick responses to questions is essential. The closer the communication 
and collaboration, the easier it will be for all involved—stakeholders and 
developers alike—to make needed changes.

Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environ-
ment and support they need, and trust them to get the job done. Many 
L&D professionals who attend my workshops find that this principle reso-
nates. It seems as though they are not often given the opportunity to be 
creative in their work or to work in an environment where they are trusted 
to make decisions. 

By working with the business rather than against the business, by 
accepting change instead of resisting or preventing change, and by 
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delivering frequently and delivering on time and in budget, Agile teams 
create an environment in which trust can be built.

The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to 
and within a development team is face-to-face conversation. This one is 
a tough sell in today’s distributed environment of global teams and home- 
office workers. While remote work is certainly possible and often efficient, 
face-to-face communication remains the richest communication channel 
we have. Where possible and where critical, it’s often worth it to make the 
extra effort to be together as a team. We insist on kicking off our projects 
face-to-face whenever possible, and we have never once regretted it. 

Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, 
developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefi-
nitely. No development process is perfectly smooth; Agile teams still have 
occasional late nights or long weekends. But planning by iteration makes 
it easier to manage the peaks and valleys of the work and maintain a 
sustainable pace.

Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design 
enhances agility. Agile project management supports, but does not 
inform, instructional design strategies. Solid instructional design and 
excellent project management are mutually reinforcing constructs; your 
projects need both. Remember, ADDIE is not an instructional design 
strategy either; it is a project management approach. Adopting an Agile 
approach does not infringe on instructional design strategies any more 
than using ADDIE does.

Simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not done—is 
essential. With Agile, the focus is on meeting the needs of the customer. 
In L&D, that customer is the learner, the end user of the training. That 
focus is already a simplifying factor.

In the training development world, we tend to over-decorate and over-
work some things. (You know you do it!) What’s more, implementing 
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extras makes the product harder to change as underlying needs shift in 
the future. By over-decorating, we do more work now, and we create 
more work for ourselves in the future—perhaps with little to no benefit to 
the learners. 

The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from 
self-organizing teams. Many years ago at a NATO e-learning summit, 
I met a retired German military officer who was doing some training 
consulting to NATO. He asked me if my team hated Agile as much as his 
team did. Hated Agile? We love it! Taken aback, I asked him to explain. 

He described how he had created all of the tasks and required team 
members to put status stickers on each of them. He described setting all 
of the project’s work estimates for the team, and he told me how he laid 
out all of their tasks for them each week. He then said that his team told 
him that he was micromanaging them. 

That’s not Agile project management.
The part that he missed in all of this is that, on an Agile team, members 

work together to manage the project. The person responsible for a task 
estimates the time needed, for example—not the boss. While there is often 
a project manager, the entire team is responsible for making sure that the 
work is planned. 

At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effec-
tive, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly. Agile teams call 
these discussions “retrospectives.” In these conversations, the team 
examines not the product itself, but rather the process they used to get 
there.
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Job Aids

Project Kickoff Session Agenda
Timing Topic Led By
15 minutes Introductions and Approach

• Introductions 
• Agenda for the Day
• How We Use Agile 

Project Manager

1 hour Define the Business Problem and 
Business Goal
• What is the business goal? How is it 

measured? 
• What are the learners’ goals? How 

are they measured? 

Project Manager

15 minutes Break
1 hour Define the Learner

• Create Learner Personas
• Select the Primary Learner Persona

Project Manager or 
Instructional Designer

15 minutes Break
1 hour Define the Scope

• Action Mapping
• (Optional: User Stories) 

Project Manager or 
Instructional Designer

1 hour Lunch
1 hour Define Key Instructional Parameters Instructional Designer
1 hour Define Key Project Parameters Project Manager
15 minutes Break
30 minutes Overall Project Budget and Timeline Project Manager
30 minutes Iterations and Review Responsibilities Project Manager or 

Instructional Designer
30 minutes Wrap Up and Next Steps Project Manager 
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Learner Persona Questions List
Here are some sample questions to use as idea starters when creating 
a learner persona. Don’t feel compelled to answer them all, as some will 
be more important to your project than others.

Demographics
• What is his/her name?
• What is his/her age?
• What is his/her gender?
• What is his/her primary language?
• What is his/her educational background?
• What is his/her marital and family status?
• Where does he/she live?

Professional Demographics
• What company does he/she work for?
• What is his/her job title?
• How long has he/she been with the organization?
• How long has he/she been in his/her current position?
• What is his/her income?
• How long has he/she been in the field of work?
• What job responsibilities does he/she have?
• Who does he/she interact with daily?
• How many people does he/she oversee?
• How much training and experience does he/she have with  

this topic?
• What end goals does he/she have related to the course?
• What experiences does he/she hope to have while taking  

the course?
• What career aspirations does he/she have?
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• How does he/she feel about his/her current role with the 
organization?

• How often does he/she change jobs or employers?

Connection to the Learning and Learning Approaches
• What motivated he/she to take the course?
• How often will he/she apply what he/she learned in the 

course?
• Has he/she taken training courses before?
• What type of computer does he/she typically use?
• What is his/her comfort level with computers/technology?
• What is his/her comfort level with the topic of this course?
• What other skills and abilities does he/she have?
• Does he/she have any disabilities or health problems?
• How open to change is he/she?
• Where will he/she take the course?
• What other types of professional development does he/she 

do?

Away From Work
• How does he/she use social media? 
• What does he/she like to do during spare time?
• What was the last book he/she read?
• What car does he/she drive?
• What is his/her favorite music?
• Where does he/she eat lunch?
• Is he/she more introverted or extroverted?
• How often does he/she exercise?
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Learner Persona Template
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Written Status Report Outline

STATUS REPORT: Project Name 

Overview
(paragraph outlining the week’s status in a nutshell)

Activities We Completed Last Week
• Task 1

Activities Planned for This Week
• Task 1

Issues to Resolve/Open Questions
• Green: does not hinder our progress in the coming week.
• Orange: could hinder our progress in the coming week.
• Red: we are on full stop and cannot progress without 

resolution of the issue.

Issue 1 Description

Estimate-to-Actuals
(graph and paragraph discussion)
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Capturing Retrospective Feedback

Proud Moments

Embarrassed Moments

Budget/Timeline

Start-Stop-Continue
START STOP CONTINUE
   

   

   

   

To-Do Items
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perts (SMEs), 135–137
Powers of Two sequence, 106–107
Project Buddy mentoring program 

class example of the importance of 
iterations, 113–115

Project Flashdance example of visual 
planning tools, 89–91

Project LACQUER sample status 
report, 143–144

project management
focusing on delivery instead of the 

learners, 2
inability to fix errors early on in 

the process, 5

of instructional design projects 
vs. software development 
products, 8–9, 118

multiproject environment, 
164–171

Project Management for Trainers (Rus-
sell), 27

Project Northstar example of the 
importance of status tracking and 
communication, 141–142

project planning
bottom-up, 79, 84–85, 87
common issues with, 95
contingencies for time and re-

sources, 87–88
multiproject environment, 

164–171
time, budget, and scope con-

straints, 28, 79–81
top-down, 79, 81–84
TorranceLearning’s experiences, 

77–78
visual planning tools, 88–94
when top-down and bottom-up 

plans don’t meet, 85–87
Project Step example of working on a 

module-by-module basis, 122
project types

constrained by resources, 80
constrained by scope, 80
constrained by time, 79–80

Project Wingman example of planning 
and working rhythms, 129–130, 
134

prototype vs. minimum viable product 
(MVP), 118
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R
reflection. See retrospectives
resources

Sue example of using the LEGO 
planning board to reallocate 
resources in an emergency, 
163–164

TorranceLearning’s LEGO plan-
ning board, 167–168

retrospectives
action items, 159–160
agenda, 156
common issues with, 160
effective use of, 153–154, 178
ensuring constructive and for-

ward-looking feedback, 157, 
200

facilitation, 155–156
keeping a running list of issues 

and suggestions, 155
participants, 155–156
sample notes from an e-learn-

ing project’s retrospective, 
158–159

start-stop-continue format, 156, 
200

review cycles, 120–121, 133–134
Ricco, Emily, 10
risks, 27
Root, Tom, 108
Russell, Lou, 27

S
scaling. See multiproject environment
Schwaber, Ken, v–vi
scope

Action Mapping as a scope-defin-
ing tool, 72–73

defining scope in terms of behav-
ioral outcomes, 68–69

professor example of course con-
tent vs. on-the-job behavior, 
65–67

user stories, 56–64
scope creep

performance-based goals to con-
tain, 36

using the primary learner persona 
(PLP) to avoid, 53

vs. embracing change, 38–39
Scrum method

goals of the, v
principles behind it, 10
Scrum for Trello Chrome exten-

sion, 107
sequences

Fibonacci, 106–107
Powers of Two, 106–107

Sheridan, Rich, ix, 106–107
Shewhart, Walter, v
simplicity, 36, 193–194
Smith, Marisa, ix
software development

in the 1980s and 1990s, v–vi
aligning rhythms with an Agile 

software team, 137–138
vs. instructional design, 8–9, 118

status reports
charts indicating hours and costs 

to that point, 145–149
color coding, 143
as documentation of progress, 

142–143
outline, 199
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Project LACQUER sample, 
143–144

Storyline program-building example of 
estimating, 97–98

subject matter experts (SMEs)
as participants in the kickoff 

session, 19–20
working with, 135–137

success and failure, reframing, 176–177
Sue example of using the LEGO plan-

ning board to reallocate resources 
in an emergency, 163–164

Sutherland, Jeff, v–vi

T
textbook editions example of iterations, 

116
time

estimating the time required to 
create a course, 99

frequency and duration of review 
cycles, 121, 133–134

rules for estimating, 103–108
work effort vs. delivery date, 

101–102, 110
top-down planning

overview, 79
sample plan, 82
scheduling challenges, 83–84
week-by-week layout, 82

TorranceLearning, ix, 77–78, 88–91, 
133, 167–168

tracking hours, 92
Trello project management tool, 92–94
trust, 179–180

U
unexpected changes

planning contingencies for time 
and resources, 87–88

user stories
common issues with, 63–64
in L&D projects, 60–61
sorting, 63
sub-stories, 59–60, 63
tips for writing, 62
user-centric format, 57–58
writing practice activities as, 72

V
visual planning tools

color coding of cards, 90, 92
communicating using, 176
kanban system, 93–94
physical formats vs. online tools, 

88, 92–94
Project Flashdance example, 

89–91
staggered start dates with swim 

lanes, 90–91
Sue example of using the LEGO 

planning board to reallocate 
resources in an emergency, 
163–164

TorranceLearning’s Big Board, 
88–91

Trello, 92–94
weekly project board with swim 

lanes, 91–92

W
working rhythms. See planning and 

working rhythms
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